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FACT, FICTION & RUMOR 
For the Portland Harbor community • Rox 10, Peaks Island, Maine 04108 
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Disclaimer: 
All pieces published in Harbor 
Voices reflect the opinions and experi-
ences of the author of the piece only. 
We'd like to maintain a safe space 
where people dare to stick their necks 
out, and say what"s on their minds. We 
invite and welcome reader response! As 
always, we and ask only that writers 
help us maintain a courteous atmos-
phere, and focus on issues and not 
personalities. Thanks! 
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EDITORIAL 
The Simple Pleasure of 
A Village Infrastructure 
by Jenny Ruth Vasi 
Calling their poin1 of view NIMBYism. questioning motivations and hurling insults at the organ-
izers o f a pl'oposed new City Ordinance in my opinion only further polarizes, and adds nothing to under-
standing the situation. While the mighty Developme111-0rdi11a11ce-\Vhich-lerrorized-1he-Ciry ( page 6) 
appears able to tic-up consu11ction of large-scale City development, ifs probably not really the e11d-of-
life-as-we-k11ow-i1. There are many ways a developer can work around this. and some of the be-st involve 
the one comer of the un iverse excluded from 1he ordinance: Bayside. 
No question. Ponland needs housing. The homeless shelter. I'm told, is packed to the follicles. 
wilh 140 people sleeping there every night. That's three_ times what ii was three years ago. and we 
thought rlwr was crowded. And others are s leeping outside. The under-<leveloped Bayside neighborhood. 
Sandy Elders tells me. would be happy to have a projecl just like the one which has been repeatedly re-
jected on densely residential North Streer on Munjoy Hill. T he winning solution seems obvious: apply all 
possible incentives and support to move the project to Bayside. 
The Bayside area allows mixed-use :aniiig, so residential developers could really gel jiggy with 
it, mixing resipen1ial housing. s torefronts, apartments over s1orefron1s, industrial. and who knows what, 
conununily "home office" office space. h 's an incredible opportunity for developers to make money and 
housing and everybody happy - bul how JO get developers to apply their own dollars to what was nol 
long ago described in Newsweek as one of the largest white slums in New England'/ Bayside needs all 
the federal funding ava ilable for residential housing in the C ity. 10 help that neighborhood compete 
against neighborhoods mol'e innnediatcly appealing to residential developers. When the City flings the 
money every which way -including thriving neighborhoods like Munjoy HiU. where building 70 units, 
and 140 parking spaces over an underground fresh-water reservoir is being binerly opposed - 1hcn ii 
pointlessly dissipates leverage that should be lming every residemial developer in the City into Bayside. 
fdexx wasn't mixed use. A Gvie Center isn't mixed-use. What's missing in Bayside is 1he residential 
use, and that· s where all Jhese HCD dollars should be going. 
Once you've cleaned your glasses and squinted a bit. Ba)•side emerges as an interesting place lo 
invest in hous ing. Bayside's proximity to the University makes the area a potential ho1-s1)0t for s tudent 
housing. Our new-Mainers in the area would tum a residential de,·elopmem that included affordable 
smrefronts into a rainbow of muhi-<:ultural shops. services nnd atn-actions. Bayside is a gateway not only 
to the highway, but also lo Ci1y residents and visitors wa!kiJ,g and bicycling 10 and from 1he University, 
Back Cove, Downtown. the Old Port, and Deering Oaks Park. The neighborhood is right around the cor-
ner from the Bayside trail. There are many services nearby for families with children, including a s kate-
board park, a high school. a skating rink. the YWCA. A motivated residential developer might try some-
thing elegant, like brick townhouses winding along landscaped sidewalks. a gurgling fountaiu. and a few 
nice street lamps. Citizen feedback rings loud and ~tear - put large-scale residential housing in Bay-
side. not on Munjoy Hill. 
The City's ctuTent "Bayside Plan'' shows lots of imaginary sidewalks and trees, )'et what is still 
a commercial strip (with "excellent highway visibi lity") along Marginal Way. The proposal calls for light 
indusu'ial. office and banking uses behind that, and housing only up near the top of the hill by the High 
School. This 1101 the ideal scenario for "mixed-use.'' where resident ial s treets barely hold their ground 
against industrial streets. with barriers to pedestrians from the North. Eas1. and Wes1 to the University. 
I've heard at least one Bayside community leader suggest that providing incentives for residential devel-
opment in Bayside will only cause rents 10 rise. That· s ridiculous. The real fear is that residential housing 
in Bayside might 1101 be quite the cash cow 1hat BIG projects would be. One way 10 achieve the effect of 
a "slum" to create i11dustrial barriers 10 residenrial communities. This is not a good solution to creating 
affordable housing. · 
Bayside Hill, l ike all our other neighborhoods. needs a .. ,~llagc ccmer." We should 1reat ii as our 
new frontier for residential City development. When I spoke with Jeff Monroe aboul Jhe waterfront (see 
page 7 ). he 1old me 1hat big traffic problems come - not from ferries, or tour buse.~. or conunerce -
but from condos and dense residential development. This downtown 
location is walkable. a nd its cars barely need to emer the peninsula .. 
The.re is no water rc.servoir here. Aggressively seeking ways to mar-
ket residential de\'elopments on under-developed Marginal Way and 
the lower half of Bayside s till leaves an unbelievable amount of land 
there to other mixed-use possibi1ities. Developing housing in Bayside 
will improve the way of life for everyone in the City. 
h's more than time for Bayside to become a nicer place to 
live. work and walk. And contrary lo the many dire predictions re-
garding the Munjoy Hill uprising. I am thinking that as long as this 
ordinance looms. the Bayside neighborhood finally has its competi-
tive edge in the City. In fact, for big developers, right now it's 1he 
only game in I0\\1l. 
Portland's neighborhood process seems 10 work fine when 
everyone in Jhe room likes a proposed development, but ii breaks 
down and becomes imt)OSSible when people don ·, like 1he proposal . 
Not only did this unimpressive process, whatever it wasu·1. fail to 
'--'" ___ ,. achieve anything even near consensus on Munjoy Hill; ii showed off 
Ted says his simple pleasure is tbe Ci1y·s miniscule social radar. which somehow missed the foci 
being able 10 walk, especially af. that throwing federal money to this Munjoy Hi U project was throw-
ter having surgery on his foot. ing gasoline on a flame. Participants were finalJy left with no trusl 
Here he is with the "island cart,'' for each other, many mutual misunderstandings, and a proposed ordi-
doing the run-for-the-boat boogie. nance. Any goad process would have achieved far belter results. 
Opinion - The Pleasure of Daydreams 
by Cynthia Cole 
All through my lengthening life I have relished the pleasures of daydreams. In young childhood I enjoyed the fantasy of leading a Tar-
zan life in some far off jungles, swinging through the trees wilh the greatest of eMe. Soon I began to imagine the ideal school for myself. and 
then the perfect family living on a large horse-filled estate. The ideal house occupied innumerable hours right through middle age and eventu-
ally entailed not only a rchitectural courses but reams of graph paper. The designs and setting changed. o f course, (IS my life interests changed. 
Sometimes the house w(IS set off in a rural setting and sometimes in a small town, but soon l was imagining ideal towns and conununities and 
drawing some stores here. and a park there. with a pond just at that comer. and a hill to climb. over there ...... . 
And now I live on a real island, a real community with many qualities that approach the ideal. I wonder what it will be like in the fu-
ture. 1 try to imagine what it will be like if it continues to grow M it has in the last 20 years. and I fantasize what it might be like if it were to 
become my ideal community. How can we all, working together, make Peaks Island just the way we wam it? \Vhat are your famasies of Peaks 
island in the future? Herc are two possible scenarios: 
Peaks Island Scenarios 
In the year 2030 ... 
A funeral was sadly celebrated on Peaks' Island 
recently, for Stephanie Elliot's mother. The bag-
pipes helped everyone feel a little bit belier, but 
saying goodbye is never ea.~y. 
A New Island 
Peaks Island is known as a small gem - an upscale. manicured bedroom community for 
Portland. It has good roads. police. fire station. library, and a summer Club of note. It has lots 
of new. large, sometimes ornate houses. Even the older houses have been cons iderably re-
vamped or enlarged in receot years. Many of the houses have quite exceptional gardens, wilh 
fences and arched gateways. 
Portland Harbor has become increasingly active with more than I 00 crnisc ships and 
many cargo ships as well. The inter-island ferry is faster and bigger than earlie r fenies, and it 
carries more passengers and c:rrs. The Island roads are full of cars and even the large car-pllrk at 
the ferry landing is always full Cars zoom down the streets and on the sho re road. 
T here is an expansive new Marina which hosts large yachts and sail boats as well as 
small private high-powered motor boats for some conunuters to Portland .. Close by, there are a 
few coffee shops. fast food eateries. craft and souven ir shops. The Island now has several addi-
tional small hotels, restaurants. night clubs and bars. During the summer months. cruise ship 
travelers often choose the "Island Visit" option instead of L.L. Beans and pour off the ferry onto the Island. On most summer weekends. the is-
land is over-run by touris ts biking or picnicking during the daytime and partying at night-time. Island Teens are swept into the commercial and 
entertainment culture. Residents no longer feel able to leave their doors unlocked, even during the day. 
The Island grocery store hM expanded, and a small hardware store has been added to the mix of services offered. The Plantc's laundry 
and fuel center have continued to expand. 
Nearly everything on the island is oriented to wealthy adults. mostly sununer people. tourists . or re tirees. Many former residents were 
forced to leave the Is land because of high property values and taxes. The Island School has been reduced to about 20 students and uses only 
part of the fonner school facility. The other part of the space is used for a Community Center, adult classes, art exhibitions and evening athlet-
ics. 
While the Island has prospered financially. its character has changed. 
An Organic Island 
Peaks Island is known as a small gem - an idyll ic change from the 'hustle and bustle· of Portland. It has good roads. police, a fire sta-
tion, a library and a well-liked summer Club. It has a great many older homes. most of which have been well maintained or revitalized in inter-
esting ways. Most are now well insulated year-round homes although a few are used only as vacation 'get-always' . 
Peaks has one small Inn. two excellent restaurants, a hardware and a grocery store, a laundry and fuel center, and a successful green-
house and landscaping business. Jones Landing still continues to attract both local and off-islan(! people. as do a few lively summer s tores and 
cafe/bakeiies. 
Back in the early part of the 21st century lhe Island residents decided that !here should be a limit to growth on the istand. "On a s mall 
finite p iece of land it is impossible to sustain an endless amount of growth". as one person said during one of the many community meetings of 
that pe1iod. "Certain kinds of limits would be good for the Island.'' T here WM a limit agreed upon lo the number of houses a11d cars that Peaks 
could handle. Zoning restrictions were hammered out and a transportation policy developed that has been just right for the Island. While a few 
cars and trucks are allowed for obvious business needs, the general policy is to a llow only golf carts and bicycles to be used by individual peo-
ple. A IO-passenger van circles the Island several times a day to pick up peo ple at popular ferry times and additional taxi service is available if 
needed. The streets and roads of the Island once again have become peaceful. quiet and safe. 
During all these early meetings. the residents gained important d iscussion and negotiating skills which have continued as an Island tradi-
tion over the years. People enjoy the process of working together to solve problems. This has also helped them to organize other Island pro-
jects. 
There is a lively Senior Center and a lhriving day care center; a community compost hea1> and gardens with the produce marketed down 
front; and a conununity pool, recreation center and skateboard park. Greenwood Gardens is well kept up and well used for communi ty perfonn-
ances and special events, as is Battery Steele. There are artis t workshops and an Island Crafts Center. The ball park is used for many sports; a 
small riding stable is nearby. and the ice pond is used for skating parties in the winter. Community potluck suppers. Church Fairs, Contra 
dances and exciting music parties are frequent Island activities which include everyone, kn it people togelher and help to orient children to the 
pleasures of community life. 
The school is also a lively center of activity with between 80 and 100 Island s tudents each year, while its special arts and outdoor pro-
grams attract students from Portland communities during weekends and vacations. Many s tudents are involved in service learning activities 
and all of them benefit from the involvement of the talented writers. artists, and environmentalists living in lhe community. 
One interesting Island project has been the experimental recycling center which is working on innovative ways. not only to recycle ma-
terials but also to reduce the waste stream to almost nolhing and to try d ifferent approaches to educate the public about environmental issues. 
Cy111hia Cole is a community orgm1iz.er and retired educator and Peace Corvs volunteer living on Peaks Island. She is a member of 
Harbor Voices· Board of Advisors, and welcomes your comments. 
2000 pa ge 3 
Questions for Gary Wood, City Council: 
I. H the City says that it already has a process which includes citizen 
participation, what would have to change to fit state criteria? 
The city doesn't have 10 do anything different to comply with !he 
Slate law and criteria. Srnff-work necessary 10 presem facts and reconunenda-
1ions 10 our ci1i1.ens, !he Counc il ,the Planning Board etc. has been underway 
for many months. Tbe nel<I step is to obtain Council input and approval of the 
process we are going 10 follow. 
Mayor l..eeman bas scheduled 1ha1 item for discussion at !he Council 
workshop next Monday at 4pm in the Council chambers. 
2, In the last paragra ph of the ordina nce, it says the C ity Coun cil 
can amend the ordinance once th e city has " ado))ted an upd ated housing 
plan for the City in a m anner consistent with the provisions of M.R.S.A. 
Title 30-A, Section.$ 4301-4327.'' 
Isn't it p0ssible th e City could j ust update the housing p lan in ac-
cor dan ce with M.R.S.A. 30-A , and amend the ordinance to rem ove the 
res trictions within a rea.~onably shor t a mount of time? 
I agree with your reading of 1he ordinance that as a legal matter !he 
council could amend the restrictions out following compliance with the state 
law. As a practical matter, however, Iha! power is not as great as i1 might 
seem since !he petitioners clearly seek to change city ordinances co ntrolling 
developmem. The creation and passage of those ordinances as well as the 
goals slated in 1he Housing component of 1he Comprehens ive Plan could plaoe 
s imilar o r grc<11er restrictions on development. Furthern1ore, !he process envi-
siotied by siate law is one that can take considerable lime( !he currenl state 
deadline is Jan 1,2003). \Vhile it is running ilS course the uncertainly created 
by the Citizen Jni1ia1ive will cominue 10 chill or stop developments covered 
by !he restrictions in 1he pl'Oposed ordinance. 
Under this pavement. on !he lot al North Street and Walnut Street, there is a 
reservoir. The large building is a condo. overlooking the Bay. Neighbors say 
1he project is 100 big, and thal they weren't able 10 negotiate with the Ci1y be· 
fore ii awarded $400,000 of federal HCD funding 10 the developer. 
Laugh Break 
Harbor Voices posed this question to Sandy Elders, 
Preside/II of the Bayside 11eigilborhood orga11i:atio11. 
Can you explain your opposition to 
the Ordinance? She responded as follows, in wriring: 
Members of the Bayside Ne ighborhood Association are looking for 
an increase in the housii1g s tock in Bayside. They are selling up a neighbor-
hood watch and worki ng will, the police 10 increase the safety in Bayside. 
They value !he social. cuhural, and economic divers ity in Bayside and hope 
to maintain it. 
In reality, a ban on developmen1 was pul in place o n Oct. I 6 when 
the Campaign for a Comprehensive Plan filed their initiative petition with 
!he Portland C ity Clerk. The special election that 1hey propose. by law, can-
not be held for many months. probably !he summer of 2001. In a time when 
Portland taxes are considered unbearably high there will be little opportunity 
for !he developmetll that would increase the tax base. There will be little op-
po11Unity 10 build the housing that the residents of 
this City so badly need. While the economy of the country booms, Portland 
has been put on hold. 
The ban excludes Bayside. We should be thrilled 10 be !he only 
game in 1own. We fear !his exclusion for 1wo reasons. First, property values 
will increase and both market rate and affordable hou.sing will no longer be 
an option. Only a limited type of development v,,iJl be possible and we will 
lose 1he d iversity that we hope 10 maintain. Second. Bayside can only regain 
its strength within a thriving Portland. We are a part of the whole. 
Unity Vi llage at Bayside. thirty-three affordable and market rate 
homes. will soon begin construction. The process of planning these units has 
been a positive experience for residents. City employees a11d elected offi-
cials. those who volunteer lo sil on City Boards. developers. and funding 
agenc ies. 
Many obstacle s have arisen and all participants have gone the extra 
mile to bring this dream to reality. The values of housing. safety, and diver-
siiy have been incorporated imo this Bayside improvemenl. We are proud 10 
have participated in !his process and feel that the process and the new hous-
ing both represent 1hc "community" that we are working to bui ld in Bayside . 
The ordinance prohibits this process from recuni ng throughout !he 
City. Sandy Elders. Bayside 
E-Mail addresses of C ity of Portland e lected officia ls: 
Jim C loutie r - jcloutier@cl.portland.me.us 
Pete r O'Do nnell - podon ne ll @ci.portland.m e.us 
Karen Gerag hty - kgeraghty@ ci.portland.me.us 
Tom Kan e - tkane@ci.portla nd.me.us 
Nick Ma vodones - n mm@ci.po rtland.me .u s 
J ay Hibbard - ihlbbard@ci.po rtla nd .me.us 
Jack Dawson· jdawso n @ci.portland.m e.us 
Na te Smith - nsm~h@ci .portland.me.us 
Cheryl Lee ma n - cl@c i. portland.me.us 
City of Portland website: hnp://www.ci.portland.me .us/city.htm 
Click "calendar" 10 find updated times and locations for publ ic meetings. 
Two drunks were silting in a bar, one of them had a liltle dog. A third 
guy oomes in, s its down, and orders a whiskey. The drunk with the dog whis-
pers something into the other dnml,s ear. After a while. !he guy who whis-
pered, ge1s up. and heads over 10 !he jukebox. 
The third guy says 10 the drunk s till s itting al the b.'tr, '1ley. what'd that 
Th.is is :i driveway 
other dnink whisper?" · 
The drunk al the bar says, " I can ·11ell. He made me promise not 10 tell. 
He doesn·1 wan! anyone 10 know Iha! he said tl1m. 
"Oh come on," says !he third guy. " I hale i1 when people whisper righ1 
in front of me. ii makes me crazy with curiosity.·· 
The bartender comes over 10 lake their orders. and then she whispers 
something to !he drunk. The drunk whispers something back 10 the bartender. 
Then. the drunk stands up, and goes off to help his friend wi th 1he dog al the 
jukebox. 
The third guy al 1he bar is beside himself. He just can ·1 stand having 
people whisperi ng, and rig.ht in front of him! He says to the bartender, "Hey, 
do you mind telling me what Ihm guy just whispered in youJ· car?" 
She says, " I just asked him what other guy was whispering." 
··Well? What'd he say" 
The bartender said, ' 'He told me no! to tell you. He doesn·1 wan! you 10 
know 1ha1 he told me what the guy with the dog said. He said you asked, bul 
!he guy with !he dog said no! to tell anyone: · 
·'Oh. come on. ll's not fair." said the third guy. " He !old you. Now you 
goua tell me:· 
"Oh. well. Are you drunk·?" 
"No:· says the third guy. "Al lca.s1 001 ye1:· 
"Well. I guess I can te ll you, tlten:· said 1hc bartender. " II wasn' t no 
big deal. All !he guy with the dog said was. 'I've lived a 101 and I' ve made a lot 
of mistakes, but at leas! I know belter than 10 tell my secrets 10 a dn mk. ··· 
November 2000 page 4 
And this i$ 1he skateboar 
park. 
There is no sidew{llk here. 
heavy 1raffic, and lots of 
people who need 10 walk 
from here lO the w:uerfront. 
Simple Pleasure: Sidewalks. Bui, at this intersection (and all 
along the rou1e) of Franklin Arterial and Marginal Way, pedestrians find 
themselves stuck. This is as good as this road gets. although it is central to 
C ity Hall. the skateboard park. Kennedy Park housing. Deering Oaks. 
Bayside Trail. the Old Pon, t-lunjoy Hill. the University, or Down-
town - but you can·1 gei there from along here, if you're on foot. .. . 
Merely miserable and ri sky in !he summer. these traffic barriers· 
to pedestrians are completely impassible in !he winter. 
How I Became More Involved as a Citizen 
by Deb Keenan 
' 'L et us all unite to secure for om-selves and 
As long 3$ l 50 years ago. growth was a concern for our City. Our forefathers had the foresight to 
our children a beauty spot. come after us 
in the midst of our growing C ity --- a breathing place 
for all the thousands who are to come after us.'' 
prepru-e for Ponland·s growth and made provis ions to preserve her livability. It started with the 
concept of open spare and preserving that s pace for children and families 10 play. It was meant to 
fight the congestion and pollution of those clays. 150 years ago. It resulted in the preservation of 
Deering Oaks, Western and Eastern Promenades. and Baxter's Boulevard. Today. our commu-
nity's needs haven1 changed much. We still need a "'beauty spot.'" 
-- Pon/and Tra11scripr. March 22, 1856 T became an accidental '"community activist," exactly a ycru- ago this weekend. It started 
as a simple fall day, as I went to the St. Joseph·s Holiday Fair on a Saturday. There T saw my 
Avon lady with another woman who bad a 
petition in hand. It was then that I learned of a plan for a Big Box Superstore behind my neighborhood. 
None of our lives has been 
the same since. Like many others. I had been complacent -- just going about my life. All that was about 
to change. Initially. T couldn't believe the size of the plan. T sought infommtion. What I lcru-ned was not 
comforti ng. 
What had staned as a coneen, about one large project in my neighborhood quickly became 
something more. The firs t alamling piece of infornmtion was that in the last IO years, the Planning 
Board had never said "no" to any project that had come before them. The second bad news w as that the 
City Counc il had never turned down any of ll1e Board 
reconunendations. While we continued to focus on stopping this one project the process kept haunting 
us. The process became our focus. Any neighbor or neighborhood, who has had the opportunity to learn 
about the 
Java Joe's on Exchange Street, Ponland. These 
buildings have ap:inments and oflices up above 
and shops down below 
plaruling process ftrs t hand. understands the futility of it all. The process needs to change. 
I learned what others had already learned through their neighborhood "planning" experience. I 
learned that it is a developer-driven process, where ll1e legitimate concerns of neighbors arc disre-
garded. I learned that development decisions for our City are being made by developers, planning staff, 
and an appointed bo;rrd which is heavily weighted by 
development interests. I learned that while some City officials were able to listen. they were feeling just as powerless as residents to change the process. 
The process has become an accepted but very bad joke on the residents of the City. 
Rewind to l 870: After spending 100 years in New Brunswick. my ancestors decided to move south to Portland. Great. grem grandmother and her 
fully grown clan of eight siblings made Portland their home. We've been here ever si nce. 
The Ponland of former days came alive through my mothers stories. The history of Ponland and my 
own clan came alive through genealogy. Ponland has a rich history. This City is filled with people who 
have a Jong history and comnlitment along with newer arrivals who have found a sense of community and a quality of life they couldn I find elsewhere. We 
are a city of neighborhoods that want their integrity -and quality of life preserved. 
We have a long llistory of community involvement. As taxpayers. we :ire willing to pay a higher tax rate to 
stay in a conununity that we love. 
As residents, we have a legacy o f questioning our leaders when they s tart to take us where we don l want lO go. During Urban Renewal of the 
60"s, as our housing stock and ncighbort,ood identity was being e liminated. it was ll1e residents that sa id enough is enough. Greater Po11land Landmarks 
and Historic Preservation came imo being after the destruction of Union Station. 
During the Waterfront condo mania craze of the 80s, it was the residents that said 
enough is enough when they passed the Waterfront referendum. 
ft~~~~~ft~~ftft~~~ 
: Ordinance summary, from the petition: : 
fi This o rdinance requires the Ci ty to update and revise f:i 
ft the housing component o f its comprehensive land use plan, f.:t 
f:i create the local growth management program required by ft 
fl s tate law, and appoint a C itizen· s Advisory Committee to as- ft 
ft sist in that process. CJ 
~ Pe nding completion of the updated hous ing compo- CJ 
ft nent, the Ordinance prohibits ( 1) new residential construe- ft 
ft tion of 20 or more units whether o n a single lot o r contiguous 1ft 
CJ units; (2) commerc ial development of more than I 0,000 ~ 
~ square feet located within 300 feet of any land zoned to per- cr.:J 
ft mit residential uses; (3) local, srnte, o r federal funding o f any ~ 
ft new residentfal housing except for 1-4 family units on a sin- ft 
f:t glc lot. or rehabilitation of ex isting units; and (4) changes in ft 
ft pennined uses on land zoned to pcmiits residential uses ft 
ft within feet of any such land. f=i 
~ The Ordinance is retroactively effective to Octo ber : 
~ 16, 2000, and prohibits any new pennits a fter that date and ft 
: voids any pennits issued prior to that date u nless the devel- ~ 
ft opcr had, prior to that date, received all final pennits and ap- ft 
ft provals, and development had substantially begun. ft 
fl The Ordinance exempts the Bayside area. defined as f-1 
@ the atea bounded by C umberland Avenue, Forest Avenue. ft 
~ Interstate 295, and the Frankl in A1terial, from its prohibi- ft 
c:i tions. ~ 
ft Section 9: Right of the City Council to amend this Ordi- ·ft 
f=i 11ance: NollVithstanding the limitations i11 the City's illitia- cr.i 
ft /il•e a11d Refere11d11111 Ordi11ance regarding i11itiated ordi- ~ 
ft na11ces, 1he City Co1111cil is a111/rori:ed to ame11d this ordi- ft 
ft na11ce al tmy time without tire requiremem of submission 10 ~ 
ft voters. 011ce the Ciry of Po11/a11d has adopted a11 updated ~ 
f=i housing pla11 for the City i11 a man11cr co11sistenr with the f:' 




The i1litiative procc.ss is not one that residents embrace frivolously. It is a 
cumbersome proces., that residents use only as a last resort. Neighborhood after 
neighborhood ha.s been blind sided by unplanned . unwelcome development that 
affects their quality o f life and neighborhood integrity . When City leaders repeat-
edly disregard neighbors' legitimate concerns, it s time to say enough is enough. 
The initiative is a small first step toward, bringing some balance back to 
development decisions. It requires the Cit)' 10 form a Citizens advisory conunitlee 
to take part in the development of a Comprehensive Plan. It places short-tem1 re-
strictions on large commercial development :md hous ing development of 20 units 
or more. It will create neighborhood review of housing development. Please join 
your neighbo1-s in preserving our quality of life. Sign the petition. Residents should 
deternline Ponlandi; future. Then we can all have a "'breathing place." 
Deb Kec11a11. Portland 
1-·m· more 1,iswry on the crca1im1 of Portlwu/"s open spacd. read ·· A Bold Vision·· 
by Theo H.8.M. Holtwort/1 a11d Ea,-/ S/11111/c wo11h, Jr. Amilllble 1/11·@glt Gr.•otcr 
Pon/and umdmarks or the Portla11d l'ublic Librazy. 
Mayor Cheryl Leeman 
comments: 
I am sti ll hopeful that we can resolve this matter successfully to meet both 
the needs of the petitioners and the City's future quality of life. The hallmark to a 
fair process is o ne where everyone has the opportunity to be heard. While no one 
disagrees that there is always room for improvement. the City does offer a number 
of public forums in an attempt to be as inclusive as possible. We are at the very 
beginning stages of meeting the state's mandate to develop a comprehensive pion 
for s ubmission by the year 2003. The public's pai1icipation will cenainly be a cnt-
cial component. It is and ha., always been our intent to fully include the citizens of 
Portland in this process. Regardless of personal views on the Wal nut St. Housing 
Project, we must pull together and work together in the best interests of the city. 
M"yor Cheryl Leema11 
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Dear Jenny, 
One fine September day, I was walking along Cente nnial Beach when a sprightly fellow approached me and asked if I'd 
seen any pizza-sized red jellyfish in the tidal area. As we discussed the n ews report the lethal creatures, the dark blue hat he 
was wearing came into focus. On it was the word 'Spikefish, • a n ame I recognized as the submarine from an essay in Harbor 
Vo ices this pas t summer. I exclaimed., "You mus t be Doug Macvane!" 
I to ld him how his essay had impressed me. We talked about his submarine experience and , because this was the week the 
Russian submarine had gone down, the conversation quickly moved to that horror and his fears for the men aboard the ves-
sel. Because of his unique viewpoint on the subject. I was quickly transported into a foreign realm of experience, one wh ich 
would not have been possible were it not for your publication. Treasures lie all around us . Fate moves us to cross their path. 
Where else on earth would l get the c hance to come face to face (counting jellyfish l) with those who have transformed their 
personal experiences into words'/ Who reading this has not at least imagined putting a thought into words to send in to mor-
row'/ A door has been opened the space is unlimited! In a world that is increasingly divisive, shared perceptions. w hether or 
not one intends to take the m to heart, can only lead to better understanding , compass ion and involvement. Ultimately. a pa-
per such as Harbor Voices offers a safe place to atte mpt to talk about wh atever life throws upon our shore. 
Thank you, Jenny, for your efforts to bring forth this publication. I am 
honored that you accepted my work this summ er and cherish your re- • 
spectful editorial suggestions. l have only begun to appreciate the .huge 
privilege and responsibility of freedom o f speech that a ' tiny· paper such 
as this embodies. 
Sincerely. 
Susan Hiester Webster 
PS. A question: Why do you use the tenn we· when speaking of the edi-
tor? In my opi nion, the word comes across as a distant cool wall and thus 
diminishes the uniq ue voice that you, Jenny , are entitled to./ seems more 
access ible and open to d ialogu e and (God forbid !) controversy. 
Photo by Liz Harvey 
You Find An Island 
by: Elizabeth Anne Harvey 
W here do you go when you need to get away. but don\ feel up 10 lhc hassles of Planes, Train.,, and Automobiles? A place isolated from noise, lr.lffic, poll111ion, crowds, shopping malls, ATM's, Macdonald's .... where no one can find you .... away from life as you know it? You 
find an island. 
Islands are magical; transcending lime and place. No nunute-~ or hours, no bi lls or shopping lists. no must do"s or must haves . No need to get some-
where because you're "running late". You just are; here and now. 
Islands are like rare and precious gems: gems of immense beauty and profound simplicity. 
I resl my journal on 1he bedside table and turn out the lighL The rhythm of splashing waves and distant foghoms gently rook me 10 sleep. 
On a warn, September morning, while daydreanung of far away places. my cye.s drifted across Casco Bay. As innocelll as a shy, young schoolgirl 
patiently awaiting her first childhood crush to notice her, Peak's Island blushed softly. She had been there the whole rime seducing me silently from her dis-
tant shore. yet I had never seen her. She was stunning. 
Wasting no time, I called a friend with a sca.~onal cottage on the island. packed my bags, and jumped on the ferry. 
During my wanderlust years. l u-avcled to such grand cities as Athens, Palis. Stockholm, and Sydney: a.swell as to such exotic destinations as Costa 
Rica, Curacao. and The Canary Islands. None can compare to my five days on Pe:lk's Is land. 
My islru1d routine was simple. At daybreak, a crying seagull or the rising sun stirred me from my restful slumber. With the sw1 casting itS glow over 
Little Dian1ond Island, I sank deep into my Adirondack chair inhaling the salty. morning air deep into my lungs. At times. I waved 10 a passing fen-y boat or 
lone sea-kayaker from my island retreat. 
Each morni ng. I strolled leisurely around Island Ave, a windy road hugging four mjles of rocky coastline, snapping picrures of lobster boats, de-
sened beaches. twisted trees, sunlit porches. and sleeping dogs. 
Island dogs have neither the energy, nor the interest to bother you. They s imply lift their head.s slowly off the grass and give you a cock..:yed look. 
as if to say. "Hey, !in trying lo sleep over here. do you mind?" 
During my island walks, "hellos" seemed more s incere, smile-, more commonplace. and stillness more divine. I often paused mid-stride to hear the 
wind swooshing through ,he tall marsh grass. waves crashing again.st the rocl..-y cliffs, children laughing at the nearby playground, and dads raking autumn 
leaves into neat piles. The u-anquility was intoxicating. 
One morning, I borrowed a rickety bicycle for my daily island tour, lingering at Peak's Cafe over a cup of hot chocolate and a scrumptious cranberry 
scone. followed by a shon visit to the post office to buy a stamp and, with three cranks o f my bike pedal, lo Hannigan ·s. the island's only grocery store, lo 
pick up a can of tuna fish for my lunch. Returning to my built-on-stilts. hanging-over-the-ocean. couage-on-the-beach, l imagined I was Hemingway, tucked 
away on a shrouded island. isolated from society. sheltered from my fans and critics. creating masterpieces that would one day distinguish me from Jess re-
fined writers. Easily distracted from my writing however, I flipped through mag:ufoes, took snack breaks in the morning and nap breaks in the afternoon 
(much like in kindergruten), and contrived endless excuses tO stretch out on a lounge chair and relax in the sun after my long hours of nothing-ncss. 
The television remained quiet for days. I filled my soul with writing, reading, and walking instead of insipid sitcoms, passionless primetime, and 
dreary debates. No drama: not from the outside, nor from the inside. 
Where do you go when you need to get away, where no one can find you .... away from life as you know it? 
You find an island. 
I'd like the than.k 1he following people for reachi ng out - what may have seemed ordinary to you, felt extraordinary to_me. 
To the man pultering in his driveway at the far end of the island who satisfied my curiosity explaining, 'Tm nol throwing away the mailbox.just 
moving ii to a new spot.", to the sunny-faced fellow riding his bike who gave me a cheery nod and a wave; to the salty gentle man at the post-office who ges-
tured. "Let this pretty lady go ahead of me."; to the friendly owner of the grocery store who pointed oul where I could find the elusive potato chips on the oh-
so-obvious wall of chips in the fronl of the store; lo the sweet woman witl1 the British accent behind the grocery store checkout counter; to the jovial owner 
of Peak's Cafe who won, believe be looks like die owner of the grocery store: to the nice guy gelling in his pick-up truck who a.~ked inquisitively, "Did you 
get some good pictures?"; to renowned islander. Ted Haykal. who offered me chamomile ten, homemade bread, and a tour of his tippy towers; to my new 
island friend, Mandy for her quick response to my last-minute, "I need to catch the 11:15 boat!", pickup request, and most importantly to Wally Elsmore for 
offering me his oh-so-close-to-the-water home for five days of immense beauty and profound simpUcity. Thank you all for sharing your island. 
Elizabeth Harve_y is a writer, photographer, and storyteller living in Portland, Moifle. She will be lwsring a reception along with her photogrt1phy exhibit , 
"You Fi11d an Island". Saturday November 18/rom 2-5 p.m. at Wally El.tmorc's /tome. Photos will be from her ''immensely beautiful and profoundly sim· 
pie" island vacation. Site will be reading her essay at 4:00 p.m. All are welcome. For more information call 772-8715. 
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Community Reports 
Waterfront 
Je1111y Yasi spoke rccemly with Captai11 Jeff M011roe, Director ofTr(lf1sportatio11 and Water-
front, and the City staff person respo11sible for the Ocea11gate project de,·elopmem: 
Wh en you were out to Peaks Island last spring, there was some confusion about 
~-~ ~ how far along the City was with the Ocean Gate process. People thought th ey heard you 
~---. saying that nothing was set in cement yet, that everything would be decided by conuuu-
nity process, but now they ar e hearing that the decision to move the Scotia P rince and 
the cruise ship lines down closer to CBITD had already been approved by the City 
Council in December of 1998. Can you clear up this confusion? 
l \<e heard the same comments. T he City Council had accepted recommendation of the Cargo 
and Passenger (CAP) Study to move all passenger operations to the Maine State Pier area. provided 
that it would fit. By "fir" we mean not only that the facilities would physically fit. hut that there would 
be no adverse impacts on traffic or residential life, the island or Munjoy Hill neighborhoods, etc. 
Island school children prepare to disembark from 
the Machigo1111e, and race for the best seats on the 
school bus . 
There was a wide range of people who looked at how the facility and port was operating 
[Editors note: See tex1-box listing commiuee members below/. With the additional issue of BTW leav-
ing. it was detemtlned thm the appropriate reuse for BIW was to make it a passenger facility. The 
CAP study recommendations were brought forward under Waterfront task Force One and approved 
by the C ity Council. and we began moving forward with getti ng the money. Based on the City Coun-
cil's acceptance of the study, we submitted applications for $16 ntlllion doUars to upgrade CBJTD. accommodate !ugh speed feny service (the State's 
plans call for a network of High Speed Ferry operator,;). and build 1he passenger tenn.in,I for the in1emational fe11y (111/s Sco1ia Prince) and cruise ships. 
The Bond Bill contained an arrangemenl in which the State would provide $9 million, the C ity provided $1 million, and 1he feds $6 million. The Bond 
bill passed with great joy and happiness by an overwhel ming margin of 77%. The State/City applied 10 rhe federal govcmment and got S2 mi II ion for the 
first phase. through the efforts of our two senators. 
We wanted to get CBITD's upgrades done first. That's the heaviest usage. Cruise ships will be handling 60,000 passenger,;, the Scotia Prince han-
dled 165,000 passengers this year, and Casco Bny Lines handled nearly I ntlllion (970,000) passengers this year. 
If this expansion is what bas been recommended, what could stop it Crom happening? 
If our consultants say it's not going to fit, that it'll create roadway fai lure, an adverse impact on pedestrian now, or if we look or it from a technical 
standpoint and ii doesn't work. i t won~ happen. Right now. we're in the process of looking at these things. We've looked at the condition of BIW and 
Maine State Pier, and things are in good shape. We' re doing functionality analysis -Woodard and Curran, one of lhe best consulting finns in the world is 
on our team. One of the th.ings we don't want 10 do is to change the character of the City. If it doesn't fit, if we can show that we've analyzed this and we 
have a quantifiable reason why it wouldn't fit , we might be able 10 tum around with a plan Band still be able to use some of those monies. 
The biggest concern is that everyone's afraid it will jam up CBITD, and the original CAP study called for all operations on the Maine Stale Pier. 
Now, we believe that's not the solution. Probably Pier Two, where BJW's drydock operation was, will be the location. The Maine State Pier was built in 
1922 and its just not strucrurally sound enough to accommodate a cruise ship like Maasdam from Holland America lines which is 16 stories high, on a 
regular basis without extensive modific.ations. When that ship docked here last year. it tru<ed the structural integrity of the pier. 
There will most likely be a huge separntion on the waterfront between operations - 700 linear feet - between the Maine State Pier and Pier 
Two. We think the besl thing is to get vehicles inlo control down further on the waterfront. The Maine Stnte Pier is not going to be the center of the cruise 
and Scotia Prince u,uverse. 
And in 2002, the reality is we're going to have a ,•ery modest facility. It will take 10-20 years before the whole project is done. It's the same as 
when we planned the airpo11 - we build ii in stages with public process. 
I've beard that the big concern is how it might affect islander parking, and the cost of living on the island. Tickets used to be 
cheaper, parking used to be free. "Vill the CBITD expansion cause cost of living for the islanders to go way up? 
What we can do is to help with infras1ructurc and major capital maintenance costs. For operating costs, you've got Pat Christian and your Board 
of Directors lo work wilh. 
What makes Portland unique is that we have preserved the working waterfront. and this plan involves preservation of a deep water anchornge. 
The cruise ships do not bring in traffic, they have some tour buses, bul that won't be bad. Prince of Fundy handled 30,000 cars last year. in the big scheme 
of things, that's really not bad. I would not want to see the waterfront filled wi1h condos and private businesses, because 1hat goes against our plan as a 
city to preserve the working waterfront, and if you want to see problems with traffic, put a bunch of condos in there! 
I'm told that the CBITD terntlnal has reached capaci1y. Waiting ,·ooms are full, boats 
: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • : are fu11 , you need additional gates. \Ve're looking to create parking and maybe put it on the 
, Editor·s note: The Portland CAPS Advisory conunittee • Maine State Pier. If we expand CBL using federal dollars, that's gonna cm costs. Operating 
was ca..chaired by Thoma.5 Valleau, Director of Ports : costs accelerate ticket prices. But J see this as an opportunity to make things better. not to 
and Transportation for the City of Portland. and • make things worse. 
• Paul Poule o f Maine DOT. The Advisory Conuniuee • 
• consisted of the following individuals who reprei;enled • 
: the bay port interests: 
; Pat Christian CBJTO 
; Rob Elder Maine Department of Transportation 
• Jim Favreau Bath Iron Works 
; Jay Frye Prince of Fundy Cruises 
• Jack Humeniuk International Longshorcman·s Assoc. 
: Bill Leavitt Leavitt- Chase -
• P.O. Mcnill Merrill Enterprises 
: Jeff Neal Bath Iron Works 
; Bill Neily CBITD 
• Henk Pols Prince of Fundy Cruises 
: Paul POltle Maine Department of Transportation 
• Tom Valleau City of Portland 
• 
... 
• The commillee i11d11ded no women, 110 residems of the 
; islands, no fishemum or fish processing bu.fine.<s i111er- The working waterfron1. 
: ests, and no non•commercial or environmental group 
• interests. • ........... .... .......... .. ....... 2000 page 7 
The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 
Reconciliation Act of 1996; What it Failed to Address. 
Keila Whitten 
Poverty in America has robbed many of access to the basic rights that 
are essential to survival. Nobody can survive without necessities like shelter, 
clean water , clothing. medical care, food, fuel, and transpo11ation. America 
prides herself as being one of the riches nations in the world. W c tell the 
world that this is a nation where dreams can come tn1c! We believe in the 
rags to riches stories. We tell everyone, work hard, the oppo1tunities are end-
less! We say anybody can be successful! Yet, many poor Americans will tell 
you first hand that this is simply 1101 tn1e. For despite how hard they work, 
they are st ill struggling, finding themselves barely able to survive. 
Keila Whillen is The coordi,wlor of 1/,e 111ul1icul-
/llral/AfllANA ccmcr al USM. and a smdent in 
the LCSW program ... 
When the Clinton administr.11ion signed the Personal Responsibility 
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1992 (H.R. 3734), otherwise 
known as The Welfare Rcfo,111 Act of 1996. it reinforced a notion that poor 
Americans are poor because they lack the willingness to work. As a result. 
the act emphasizes work incentives with statements like. " .. . the individual 
(1/,e recipicm) is obligared 10 .~er forth a work goal with plans of moving the 
individual off of assistm1ce immediarely into a pril'ate sector of employmem·· (Public Law 104-193; STAT 2141; sec 2A 
''Contents of plans'',1996). The act also states that, "marriage is the esse11tial fowulation of a successful society"(Public 
Law 104-193-Sec.lOI. Findings: I, 1996). 
According to the findings of this law, by the year 2015 50% of all births in America will be out of wedlock; most of 
these will be attributed 10 young teenage mothers. This issue raises the concern that these younger mothers and their children 
will be dependent upon welfare longer-- the key words being younger and longer, causing fear that welfare spending could 
increase. In addition, compared 10 two parent households, this law assumes that children born in single parent households 
run a higher risk of nol developing the skills required for independence and self-sufficiency (Welfare Refonn Act: H.R. 
3734,1996) Laws like these that suggest that all poor people are merely looking for a free ride at the tax payer's expense. 
For the most part, welfare refonn seems to be congruent with the voices of public opinion at large. Both liberal and con-
servative alike believe that pure detennination and the willingness to work will liberate anybody out of poverty, and that 
marriage is the primary solution to poverty. Such writers as Karl Zinsmeister, the author of Welfare Refom, Should Empha-
si~c Family Uniry. try to persuade us that ''rather than focusing on providing income to support single mothers, welfare re-
fom1 should encourage marriage among the poor and should strive to keep two-parent families intact''(Zinsmeister, 1995). 
He argues that illegitimacy is the road to poverty. He says. as long as Americans continue to support single parents, we are 
supporting illegitimacy. He believes that Work Fare programs cost more than they're worth and don't deliver positive re-
sults. And even, "Most of the long -tenn, hard core recipients who represent welfare's real problem population will make 
abysmal employees," he says. (Zinsmeister. pg.82,1995). 
Others even suggest that "welfare hu11S kids" (Rector. pg.C-1 , 1996). ln \Ve/fare Refom, On Target, Robett Rector 
writes that the cun-ent welfare system has failed because giving out cash assistance does not insure that children wiU be the 
beneficiaries. He states that poverty is caused by welfare dependence, and that welfare therefore "cripples'' chi ldren, hinder-
ing a child's development from becoming self- sufficient and independent. Rector also believes that administering stringent 
benefits and enforcing work requirements will deter people from welfare, thus, ending the cycle of dependency, laziness, 
and "handouts". In the end, both Rector and Zinsmeister agree that Welfare Reform should impose state sanctions to encour-
age keeping marriages intact, and putting responsibility back in the hands of parents. Thus, the conclusion to poverty as we 
know it. 
However these mainstream arguments vary in their misconceptions and the motives behind them. they are erroneous, 
backed by fallacious assumptions. Many women and men are choosing not to marry, but they are still committed to raising 
children . Some of these children are foster children, and children who are step-parented or adopted. They are children of 
''the Modem Family." And remember that when we talk about "the modem family." marriage in America is a privilege re-
served for heterosexual partnerships ·· Yet not all parents are heterosexual. Another family model, practiced for centuries in 
African-American communities. is the extended family methodology known as " Kinship." In these black households, it is 
not uncommon 10 find grandparents, uncles, and aunties. raising children that are related to them. 
An article, in the P0t1land Press Herald (entitled, Survey: Mosr U.S. Families Now Far From Traditional), high-
lights the changes in marriage. It included research that the University of Chicago has conducted showing that 67% of 
Americans surveyed disagree that parents ought to stay together simply because they have children (Associated Press. pg. 
A-4 1999 ). When we begin to deal with the issues surrounding domestic violence and child abuse, it 's imperative to the 
safety and well being of all women and children for a parent tO be able at least 10 function well as a single parent. 
This leads us back to the issue of public assistance. or "free handouts". Did you know that it has been estimated that 
federal welfare dollars account for less than 2% of our national budget? Other federal programs --military, defense. and 
government --are guaranteed at least 50% of "our'' national budget. 
Currently, my boys and l are dependent upon the state. And I can t.ell you first hand that welfare is not a "free hand out" 
and tl1e benefits are stringent! Like most American women, I believed that being married would guarantee me financial se-
curity. As a result. r found myself fleeing domestic violence for the second lime. With two children (one being an infant), I 
ended up in the state of Maine, in the Portland Family Shelter. This was about five years ago. Even then -before welfare 
refom1 - in my situation. there were no free rides. l was expected to volunteer at least 20 hrs. a week and/ or train for a job 
in some sort of vocational program. If I did not comply with these regulations, I would be subjected to t.em1ination, no assis-
tancel 
In regards to marriage, most Americans still assume that families can rely solely on one income, and usually this is 
the husband's. Women writers like, Coontz and Franklin( When the Marriage Penalty is Marria8e), expose the fact that 
many families simply can no longer depend upon one income. They point out that fathers, who do work to support their 
families, are not to blame when they are underpaid and unemployed (Coontz; Franklin. pg. A-24, 1997). In addition, even 
on two incomes, "two-thirds of the children who are poor today would still be, because their fathers and mothers do not e_am 
(u,,li11.,d •• /'<I§ 9) 
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enough to lift the family out of poveny." 
Katherine Newman 's work entitled, Working Poor, Working Hard also questions the ethics of American economy. S he highlights how 
these individuals hold the jobs that no one else really wants. She adds that these jobs pay minimum wages and require strength and patience 
to overcome the stigmas attached to these jobs (Newman. pg. 20, 1996). These writers challenge the notion that poor people are lazy and all 
they need to do is seek employment. They suggest that poor people, like all people, have a strong incentive to work - their children's well be-
ing. 
The era of the fifties promised us more leisure time with the aid of modem conveniences. But at lea.51 one study -"Americans are the Wortd·s 
Workaholics''-- found that Americans are spendi ng more t ime at work, now than they did 20 years ago. "Americans spend more time on the 
job than any other workers in the developed world ." (Portland Press Herald, pg.7 .1999). 
In Maine, many individuals work two and three jobs. Why? According to a study reported by the Associated Press in the Portltmd Press 
Herald, "Hourly wages paid to half of Maine· s workers are insufficient to meet their basic needs'' (Assoc iated Press, pg.C-1, 1999). The smdy 
said that "Even $10 dollars an hour is barely enough for a single person to get an apartment and pay expenses:· 
On a state wide average. a single person with one chi Id needs at least an hourly wage o f $ 11. 14 to pay for basic needs-food, housing. 
transponation, health c;ire, child care, clothing, personal care. and taxes (Associated Press. pg.CJ , 1999). Others like Tony Giampetmzzi, au-
thor of Just Getting By, say if you are living in the Ponland area. an hourly wage of $ 10.00 will bm-ely meet basic needs and goes fun her by 
explaining that "high tech'' jobs iJI Maine are not the answer either, because many Mainers are not skilled in such fields. Training for these 
jobs are costly and the issue becomes, bow can I afford to go to college or technical school when 1 can't even afford the basic things for my 
children? (Giampettuzzi, pg.44, 1999). 
Currently in America, the minimum wage stands at $5.15 per hour. Diane S tafford, in her study. "Report looks m wnge gap IJelll'een 
workers and CEOs," says, "If entry level wages had risen this decade on par with the sky rocketing pay of U.S. chief executives. the 1nini-
mum wage would be $22.08 an hour. " (Stafford. pg.4C, 1999). 
CEOs are making money only because they have workers producing the products. Workers should receive adequate wages and have ac-
cess to stock options that would provide enough income to live. But according to the Center for Economic Policy, a fa1nily with two incomes 
making $10.00 an hour each, totaling a combined income of $20.00 an hour, still fall below the minimum income requirement for a fantily of 
four. A family consisting of two adults. provicling for two children. needs to earn at least $43,963 per year. (Giampetruzzi. pg. 44, 1999). Yet, 
the poverty level set by the Maine Depanment of Agriculture, Income Eligibility Guidelines and Federal Poveny Guidelines, as of 1997. 
states that a household of four members is in poven y at $15,600 per year! The current poveny guidelines are less them half the amount that 
the Center for Economic Policy recommends in order for a family of four to succeed. 
So, you have to prove that you are really, really poor with no means of employment in order to receive any type of assistance. Currently. a 
single parent with two dependants in Maine. who receives T ANF (Temporary Aid for Needy Families). receives a living allowance or stipend 
of$461.00 per month. This farnily would also be eligible for food stamps nt S 200.-$260 a month from the Maine Department of Human Ser-
vices. I know because currently this is what J 1·eceive for me and my two boys. With this allotment, 1 am lucky, in that I am able to cover al l 
the basic necessities, i.e .. shelter. clothing and shoes for me and my boys. heati ng fuel, medical expenses not covered by Medicaid. food not 
covered by food stamps, non food items. car repairs, car insurance. and all other related transpor-
tation costs. But if you are employed, yet unable able lo cover your basic necessities. there is no 
help for you if you make a couple of dollars above the current federal poverty guideli nes. Many 
are detennined not eligible for any assistance. Many people are not getting the suppon they really 
need. 
The issue of minimum wage a11d federal poveny guidel ines are all stntctural components 
regarding poveny. The Welfare Reform Act of 1996 o,·erlooked for instance, the real Jack of af-
fordable housing. There is simply not enough affordable housing. Even with housing assistance 
prograrns. (i.e., section 8), people still aren ·1 able to find affordable housing. National low-ii:icorne 
housing advocates say, "Nearly half of Maine renters cannot afford a two bedroom unit at the cost 
set by the government for a decent. sanitary dwelling." ("Homeless Mainers Crowd Shelters" 
Pon land Press Herald, Associated Press, pg. 2,1/2712000). Other structural components include 
the lack of affordable childcare, affordable health care and transportation. These, in addition to ra-
cism. institutional racism, and discrimination, are all major contributors to the vicious cycle of 
pove1ty. 
As a little girl, I watched my mother work hard everyday. S he too was a single parent rais-
ing three girls alone, and a survivor of domestic violence. She would go off to a job that marginal-
ized her, put in a 40 hour work week, and yet she had nothing to show for it. She came home ex-
hausted, tired. arid broke. She would then prioritize the bills. and juggle bet ween. food, clothing, 
and carfare. There was never anylhing for a family outing or a trip to the movies. She cried and I 
was angry. blaming her because she could not do any better. W hat I hadn't reali zed then was that 
the odds were stacked against her; against her gender, lack of education, opportunities, victimiza-
tion, and race. Supportive services like affordable childcare, or affordable housing were so mini-
Here. Keila takes a brief break from planning 
for the "People of Color. Voices in Unity" 
conference on race and ethnicity in Ma inc 
Higher Education. which took place Novem-
ber 10& II al USM. 
mal they were almost non existent. 
In my situation, some might argue about poverty being inherent. This is a valid argument, and I would agree. I too bought in to the 
' 'hype", all the misconceptions, about poveny. The difference now is that I am in the process of purging these misconceptions. Liberation re-
quires education. And now I have a better understand.ing of the strucmres which trap some of us into poveny, and how people get caught. As 
long as America continues to build stroctural "ills"-· barriers that breed socio-econo1nic injustice -- we all fail. America takes pride in being 
symbol of prosperity, freedom, liberty, justice, and the "pursuit of happiness." I ask you then. how can some enjoy these basic rights where so 
many others arc oppressed? 
Keira would like to dedicate this story to her mother, Nyja Attenborough 
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The Pleasure Of Rising Above Nasty Gossip 
By Jennifer Farley 
The best definitior1 I've ever heard of insanity is doing the same tlii ng over and over again and expecting a different outcome. Gossiping in a pet!y 
way about other people you barely know usually falls into this category,,and tlrnt's why refusing to participate is arguably one of life' s most attainable and 
ultimately rewarding basic pleasures. Simply put, keeping your mouth shut not only makes you seem like an emotionally evolved person . but ii also pays 
large practical dividends: you have the satisfaction of having done the manire, fair thing that in the end makes you look wann, kind and together. If you lis-
ten, but don't contribute, often enough, you effectively build that " muscle·; of compassion. and it be-
comes a very attractive aspect of your character. Mean talk. however. eventually repels others. 
If I were born Navajo 
I might greet the dawn with com pollen 
But here on Cliff Island 
in the cold silence of November morning 
crows 
fly close overhead 
cawing, calling 
before the sun lifts up 
behind dark spruce in the east 
the sky is pink blue muted 
like one of those religious paintings 
I leave my s leep 
Open the door with one window 
and on ledges 
throw the handful 
of cracked com 
to the spirits 
By Kat Farrin. who Iii-es 011 Cliff lslmtd. 
Peaks Island, like most small and tightly knit communities. tends to be something of a goldfish 
bowl. Newcomers are often treated very roughly initially by the gossip machine, and then. when more 
is inevitably revealed, they become accepted and even welcome and respected members of the increas-
ingly diverse island populace. Since that is a predictnble pattern, you can safely assume whene\'er you 
hear something pa11icularly nasty about someone, you don't have all the information, or that your initial 
opinion is bound to change over time. Therefore. it makes a lot of sense 10 rise above negative chaner. 
and also makes you look like a bigger. smarter person, with more to do and more on your mind. than 
those who, in essence. speak evil readily about their very own neighbors. 
Anthropologists say that gossip serves an important function in cementing human relationships. 
because sharing a confidence creates n bond. and the exchange of infonnation has practical functions a.~ 
well. Certainly, it's great to know if someone has a replllation for not paying his or her bills before you 
do any work for that person. or extend ct-edit of any kind. That's useful knowledge. 
But vicious gossip says more about the person spreading it than it ever does about the victin1. 
For example. whenever I hear sexual gossip, my first thought is why is this talkative person so in-
tensely interested in the very private life of someone else. The answer. almost always. is that the teller 
suspects the gossip victim of having more fun than they themselves are having. I say, well done! I think 
we should all have as many interesting nights as possible. Still, it's usually handy to have some idea of 
who is sleeping with whom, so one must evaluate in context whether the gossip is malevolent or merely 
curious. Curiosity is okay; pointing fingers in self-righteous castigation is not. 1n foci, I personally con-
sider sexual gossip to be a sign of rather low intelligence. given what else is going on in the world. 
And. ,vi1hou1 apology, rm rather a snob about smarts. 
My mother and I ha\'e a linle gan1e that we play whenever circumstances force us to be in the 
listening presence of malevolent gossip. Point for point. we silently compare the speaker's subject with 
themselves. For example. if the speaker were bemoaning that big new house being built by some 
woman from Texas. we would carefully consider the speaker's own housing, geographic and even gen-
der circumstances. ls the speaker a male obviously threatened by female financial independence? Could 
he in fact afford to build his very own dream house'/ Would he dare to do it in a new place. thousands 
of mi les from his place of origin? Might he dare to do it a l ittle differently, in fulfillment of an achiev-
able fantasy? And finally, has he ever even been to Texas, a freewheeling meritocracy such as the world has rarely seen? 
We have usually found that people gossip in a mean way about stuff they themselves could never do because of the limitations imposed by fear. 
the absence of talent, and the lack of equivalent financial and social oppo11unity. Ugly women gossip about pretty women. The drab take aim nt 1he nam-
boyant. Nc'er-<lo-wells hate winners. Experts disparage generalists. The timid loathe the brave. It's neither subtle nor elegant. It's also not the mark of 
leadership. Putting someone else down via mean-spirited or unsubstantiated gossip is a transparent and feeble attempt to claim the control that another ha.sap-
parently taken over his or her own life instead of dealing bravely and directly \\~th your own limitations and inadequacies. Which is not to say one cannot 
have opinions; they make life interesting. Just keep in mind that participating in unilateral, mean gossip is a very clear gauge as to what really 11akes you 
tick on the dark, insecure underside. So when you rise above it, or step to anotlter's defense. not only do you preserve your privacy, but you foster a clean, 
nurturing environment for your own self-esteem, and thnt feels really, really good. Don't be a sheep when you can be a shepherd. 
Yes! I'd like to help support Harbor Voices. 
0$30 per year includes subscription, and 25 word classified ad 
any i ssue. You' l l al so get invited to special member events! 
in each and 
D Yes! I want to become a business member. $150 per year includes monthly listing in business directory, and the above! 
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Back . issues available for $3 each.Feb:Love Stories, March: Near Disasters, April:Animal Sto-
ries, May : Dirt, June: On Being From Away, July: Waterplay, August: Architecture, September: 
On Being Educated, October: History 
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Simple Pleasure: Building Something to Last 
• 
·" · Following clock-
. ~ wise, vou can 
• ; _ watcl~ th e pro-
... . 'i . 
<> ! · gress ol this sea· 
,;: wall. wh ich was 
buill by Terry 
E:dwards land-
scaping for the 
Cashman's on Peaks Island, and here ls 
being given a stone facing by Barry Shaw 
Contracting. Upper left. you can see whe1·e the 
new wall meets wilh another which was built 
100 years ago. Right- the stone was laid oul In 
a patte1·n over the top of the wall. before il was 
finally placed. The wal l, which 
was engineered by Woodard and 
Curran. under ils traditional 
stone face is built of poured-in-
place reinforced concrete. TI1e 
reinforcing is epoxy coated re· 
bar. The wall includes a net-
work of drains to keep water 
from building up behind il. JY 








Simple Pleasures. I , like any-
those two words is the notion of food ancVor 
PHIL STUBBS 
one else have a great many, but most immediate in my mind when I think 
eating. I love good food and will go out of my way to get exactly what I 
want when I want it. 
Among my absolute favorite of meals is Pad Thai. I was introduced to this lovely little Asian noodle dish a couple of years ago and i t has fast be-
come a staple in my diet. J"ve tried sever:,! places around town and elsewhere and it can range in ingredients to a certain extelll. but for the most part one can 
expect noodles cooked in a fairly standardized sauce with shredded pc:utu!s, bean sprouts. chicken, and a couple of shrimp for good measure. 
Now. here· s where I part from the norm a little. For the past several years, another free loc:,J publication has had its readers vote for their favorite 
things about Portl:uid, and for something like five or six years Seng Thai has been voted as having the best Pad Thai in Portl:utd. I submit to you that this is 
only becnuse most people who voted in this category have never been to a more out of the way little place called Vientiane. Situated next to the Cat Doctor 
(where St. John"s S t. hits Brighton Ave.), Vientiane is a little Asian market and a few small tables in front of the kitchen that produces S-Ome of the best Pnd 
Thai anyone I know hns ever had (and this does include out-of-state folks). 
I have been to Seng Thai and, during what would have been the li kely hours of the lunch rush . I ordered Pad Thai and was bnrely able to pay before 
the bag was placed in my hands. I can only assume that tbis means they prepare va.st quantities of popular dishes like Pad Thai when they know demand wiU 
CD release: Jumpin Jewpiter! 
The Casco Bay Tu,nmlers 
l
·l What could be more inspiring than ~or the 
J° Casco Bay Tummlers to go on ru11suc 
' journeys to Gem1any and Lithuania? The 
, J, T11m111/ers recorded right after they re-,e, 
rr, turned home (to Peaks Island), and pas-
; f siomne renditions of Kle2mer tunes arc 
, --1 spirited testimony to the success of their 
,t'. adventure. 
"We played in Pakruojis and in 
Linkuva, the small dairy town where 
J ulie' s grandfaiher once l ived. Village,-s 
squeezed into the llouse of Culture to hear 
Jewish music. Their children dnnced and 
-:M sang along. Al our concel1 in the Kaunas 
synagogue, Carl traded licks with Chaim. n loc:,J Jewish violinist. There wa.s a 
Jot of spomaneous singing and dancing in the aisles. Directors of concert h:iJls 
gnve u.s flowers. made moving speeches. and welcomed us .. home" to our 
"native soil.'" Cfrom the co·s notes I 
The Turnmlers produced and recorded this CD on their own, and over-
all it is an impressive effort (their second release). They are at their best when 
they let the rolling rhythms of Klezmer carry them away, which they do on 
several occasions. and most notably so when Julie Goel! is s inging Di Mashke. 
Her voice seems especially resplendent in Yiddish, somehow, and the unfamil-
iar lyrics sang on in my he.tel for dnys. I know Julie q uite wel l. but this Yiddish 
voice of hers was m)familiar to me - ancient, exotic sounding. very wise-
womanly. I felt like l was listening in on another. more innocent cenmry, full 
of the confidence of cultural substance and continuity. S he ndded a verse of 
her own. which she translates. ·'When I fi rst can1e to Portland Maine to live 
like a Yankee. I didn"t understand n thing. But don·, tell me thal r m "Crom 
away'· 'cause I can drink masilke like arty Yankee, and play Klezmer music 
like any Tummler on Casco Bay." The overall effect of these songs is person-
able, charming and moving in many ways - after all, this is dance music --:uid 
th.is is the perfect CD to round out your reasons to celebrate the still lengthen-
ing nights. 
So in peer rel'iew temis, I did come up with one hopefully helpful 
suggestion as a next step for this marvelous band of troubadours. Before you 
record your next CD (which will hopefully be soo11!) search out a sympathetic 
producer. Hey. ev~n the Be.itles had a producer. A producer"s role in a group 
like this (which by the way, made :,JJ their decisions by consensus) is to m:,Jce 
musical suggestions that out of politeness band members might 1101 dare to 
suggest to each other. The Casco Bay Tummlers nre legitimately at that stnge 
in their career which few Maine musicians even achieve - and they deserve a 
producer, that extra set of critically obj ective ears. A good producer for the 
Tmnm/ers will hnve produced kleuner music before, and will haven line on a 
whole bunch of tunes to add dimension to their repertoire. A good producer 
wi ll convince a band to discard any tunes (or arrangements) the band is hold-
ing onto for sentiment:,! rather than musical reasons. My prediction isn·t a dif-
ficult one to make: in j ust a few yenrs, the Casco Bay Tummlers will have a 
new release, a producer, and they' ll be playing at the Whitehouse . Check the 
band out further at W1vw.cascobay11m1mlers.com 
Jenny Yasi" is a refonned m11sicia11. See opposite page f or i11fomiation 
011 getting your art projects reviewed for Harbor Voices . 
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be grent to "'keep the line moving," so to speak. Not so Vientiane, they al-
wnys prepare their food fresh to order, a practice that does not leave the 
shri mp rubbery and the meal Juke-warm. Vientinne also m:urnges to make 
theLr Pad Thai somewhat more flavo1ful. but this might only have something 
to do with my psychologic:,J bias for hotter food. 
Coupled with nn order of crispy Thai Rolls with their peanut dipping 
sauce, Pad Thai from Vientiane is just about my idea of culinary he.wen and 
nll for under ten dollnrs. I urge anyone who enjoys Pad T hai, or Thai food in 
gener:,J to go to Vienti:uie, it may be a little more out of the way, but it" s cer-
tainly worth any extra effort. 
By Phil Shtbbs, Peaks Island a11d the wo,-/d ... 
THE VA GINA MONOLOGUES 
"'I was worried about vaginas. I was wo1Tiecl 
about what we think about vaginas. and even more wor-
ried that we don·1 think about them ... So I decided to 
tnlk to women about their vaginas. to do vagina inter-
views. which becnme vagina monologues. I talked with 
hundreds of women. I talked to old women, young 
women, married women. single women. lesbinns. col-
lege professors, actors. corporate profession:iJs, sex 
workers. African American women. Hispanic women. 
Asian American women, Native American women, Cnu-
casinn worncn, Jewish women. At first. women were TC· 
., 
:f 




luctant to 1:iJk. They were a linle shy. But once they got going, you couldn"t 
stop them." EVE ENSLER (Author) is a11 award-winning pla)~vright, poet, 
actil'ist. and screemvriter. The Vagina Monologues wan a 1997 Obie 
Award a11d was nominated for Drt11na Desk a11d Helen Hayes awards. Ms. 
Ensler'.t best-selling book, The Vagina Monologues, was published by Vil-
lard Books. The 1999 redpie111 of the Guggenheim Gram in Playwriting, 
Ms. Ens/er is c11rre111ly wriri11g a screenpfoy 011 u·omen in prisa11for Glenn 
Close. 
The Women's Resource Center at the Universily of Southern Maine 
will be hosting their 3rd :umu:,J production of "T he Vaginn Monologues" in 
February 200 I ! 
T hey are looking for people interested in directing, coaching. de-
signing sets and costumes and helping out in general. 
For anyone interested, the firs t Vagina Monologues meeting will 
be on NOVEMBE R 14th at 6:30p.m. in the Women's Resource Cen!cr. 
(which is located in the Woodbury campus center) Please call 780-4996 
for more iofonnation. Hope to see you there! 
Jen Cote is a stude111 at U.S.M. 
Women's Resource Cemer 
University of Southern Maine 
I 31 Woodbury Cnmpus Center 
P0Box9300 
Portland. ME 04104-9300 
phone: (207) 780-4996 ; fax: (207) 780-4463 
email: womens resource center@y:thoo.com 
v 
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C1thy Boisvert helps gel Harbor Voices ready for printing a11he 
Americ,m Joumal in We.~tbrook. She shared with us her wonderful 
simple pleasure of making lavender sugar (mix one part lavender 
flowers and ten parts sugar). She says a teaspoon of the sugar is 
yummy in while wine. and also in 
"k~~II 
I cup butter 
In cup sugar 
Dash sail 
2 cups flour 
Lavender sugar to roll the cookies in 
Rob Leiber and Julie Weisberg serve up the pies at the annual perfom1ancc of tile 
"Sacred and Profane,'' held at the Battery Steele on Peaks Island. Louise Fox did the 
cooking, and served 300 people. While some seem worried that the event mighl be 
l(JO big next year, everyone says that this year anyway the art was fantastic, the per· 
fonnance pieces unforgettable and the dancing and the food made for the memory of a 
lifetime. Thanks to all involved! 
Cream buuer and sugar together, add salt and flour. Mix thoroughly. 
Chill dough in refrigerator. Prc=hea1 over 10 350 degrees. Fom1 dough 
into small balls and .-oil in the lavender sugar. Place on ungreased 
cookie sheets. Bake 10-1 2 minutes. Cool on racks. 
Happy Thanksgiving! 
South Portland Happening 
Maine Blues Society Holds Meeting at O'Rourke's Landing 
While the o·Rourke"s Landing Bulls met for their weekly dart night and Krissi Shumway celebrated her birthday, members of the 
Maine Blues Society convened for their monthly meeting and subsequem j am session. The Society. founded as a non-profit in 1989. was 
fonned with the pwpose of preserving and promoting the blues and an appreciation of all facets inherent: heritage, proression. education, cul-
ture, creation, enjoyment. Intrinsic to the Society" s mission is fostering recognition for the 
contribution by America's black citizens to music in our nation·s history. with an empha· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
sis on Blues as being unique to the American culture. • Are you able to give as well as receive • 
Society meetings follow Roberts Rules of Order with a casual flair to cover old • arts c iiticism? H arbo r Vo ices invites you • 
business, new business. news and updates. This last mEeting was geared towards plan- • to j oin o ur "peer review" circles. Send us : 
rung for a charity event in November. It is noteworthy that, although a non-profit organi- • b C • your ook, D, or arts show announce- • 
z.ation, the Maine Blues Society manages to donate so much of their energy. time, and • 
skills to helping others in addition to their fellow musicians. They hold benefit concerts • ments. If you · re willing to rev iew a local : 
for soup kitchens and various charities. Members man the phones at Maine Public Broad- • artist for Harbor Voices, we'll exchan ge • 
casting. Their musicians visit schools regularl y to promote "Blues in School". • the favor by m aking sure your work is • • • 
Benefits to MBS members include a monthly newsletter which covers local music, • reviewed for Harbor Voices, too. • 
upcoming gig dates and contact infom1ation for bands and blues clubs. CD reviews and • Con tact us at 766-2390, • 
blues news. Leners, reviews, and stories are welcome! Discounts on MBS merchandise • or voices@ma ine.rr.com, • 
and events are offered as well as discounted goods and services at the establishments of • • , • Or at P.O. Box 10, Peaks Island, lvIE 04108. • 
fellow members, such as Izzy"s Cheesecake. Musicians gain a ,oium for interface, men- • • 
toring, and critique as well as many opportun ities to showcase their talents. The effect of • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
the latter? Well, most of us have heard Jimmy and the Soul Cats or perhaps King Mem-
phis play, or listened to Blue Steel Express on our radios or are familiar with national recording artist Mark Miller. Maine blues talent, thanks to 
this organizing force, has access to play 1he stage at the annual Maine Arts Festival at Thomas Point Beach as wel l. In addition to promoting lo-
cal musicians CD' s at their j ams, each year MBS sponsors a trip to Tennessee for the Maine band that wins the "Road to Memphis" competi-
tion. And that's just for the musicians: the rest of us non-playing mo11als may enjoy the society"s regular blues jams in Portland and Lewiston 
and other band dates around the state. 
Hosting the Portland-area jants are Kevin Kimball of Blue Steel Express. Mark Miller, and Steve Bowman of the Back Bay Blues Boys. 
lf you have yet to attend one of these evenings, I encourage you to do so for a phenomenal treat. The jam at O"Rourke·s commenced around 
9: 15 p.m., with Steve on hannonica and Mark and Kevin playing guitar; all share in the vocals. These three produce such a full, textured sound 
together that one would think they were listening to a band of seven, complete with bass guitar and drums. 
Visually. the interaction was a treat as well. Mark M iller, a musician for thirty-plus years, has a continuous smile: he breathes this stuff. 
He says his music is his freedom. After listening to this talent, 1 say God bless freedom. Steve Bowman offers just the right amount of accom· 
paniment on harmonica, the perfect complement to the two guitars. His vocals on a rendition of B.B. King"s "The Thrill is Gone" were molas· 
ses-smooth. When asked what music means to him, he replied , "Music is my muse. It allows me to express what I couldn't otherwise. Music is 
my joy. my friend." Kevin Kimball, also a musician for thirty-plus years, offered some amazing slide guitar. If it is possible to view a person"s 
soul, one might visibly witness Kevin ·s expand as he plays. He is one with his guitar - and it is a happy union. 
Keep in mind, these are just the hosts of the Portland-area jams. When asked who can perform at these jams and share in the music, self· 
professed "long-time blues activist" Kimball said, "As long as they play the blues, anyone can play." What a fine way to expose local talent 
wlule honing one' s skills. 
How does one become a member? "Just ask" , says Kimball. An individual membership is only $ 15.00 per year; A family membership 
is $20.00. Business memberships are a mere $25.00! Of course, donations are gladly accepted (and they are a tax write-off!). Joanie O'Rourke, 
hoping that others will follow her lead, donated $50.00 to M BS to help their cause. In addition, she shared that she will welcome auditions at 
o·Rourke"s by up-and-coming bands. In fact, she is open to giving new bands "test runs" i.e. trial jams/practice sessions mid-week. She may be 
reached at (207) 767-361 I. 
Maine Blues Society is an affiliate of The Blues Foundation. a national organization. Other blues societies may be found for most states 
on the MBS website at: www.mainebluessocictv.org. For more information. contact them via phone at (207) 353-2842; mail at: P.O. Box 4703, 
Portland, ME 04112 or email: info@mainebluessociety.org. The Society meets once a· month from 7:00 to 9:00pm and always hosts a fantastic 
blues jam afterward. Call today to find out where the nex_t meeting will be. 
Lorraine C. Lamo/11 is our South Portland correspondellt. 





Fighting over a Holy Place 
By Arnold Berndt 
Editor'., note: All pieces published i11 Harbor Voices reflect the opi11io11s a11d CAperiences of the author 011ly. We'd like 10 main-
1ai11 a safe space where people can dare to stick 1heir neck.t 0111, and say what's 011 their minds. We ,,alue 1hefree exrlumge of 
ideas, a11d invite reader response. As always, we ask wri1ers to help 1,s mai111ai11 a courteous atmosphere, and focus 011 specific is-
sues and ideas, a11d 1101 perso11alities. Thtmks! 
T here was an attack on a Jewish synagogue in France, and this morning a Jew in England was murdered. The violence has spread to Europe. Both Palestinians and Jews are being ldlled. No question at present the 
Arabs arc the attackers as well as the Jews. But we have to go to the root of the evil. Depending on where we start our 
argument, we can make the Jews look bad or the Arabs look bad, according to what we hope to accomplish. If we want 
to make peace. we have to look at the root. 
From I 934 to 1948, ! lived in Tel Aviv and in Jerusalem, which 
is now Israel. My late wife, my companion for 60 years, was Jewish. 
When the Jewish state was founded we fled to the U.S. because of the 
endless war and bloodshed. 
More than 80 years ago. long before the Jewish state was 
founded, Winston Churchill already wl'ote that a Jewish homeland in 
Palestine would be a thistle under the saddle of the Arab camel. lt would 
create enmity between Jerusalem Arabs. Churchill nevertheless sup-
ported the creation of a Jewish homeland because the hostilities could be 
used to the advantage of British interest. The British Empire is gone, but 
the hostilities arc still with us. 
Israel is a Zionist state and Zionism, to me, is a form ofracism. 
It cannot be denied that in law and practice, Israel strong! y discriminates 
against all non-Jews. A Jew born in the U.S. whose ancestors never Simple Pleasure: Being a Duck. 
came even close to Palestine are given instant citizenship on their entry 
in Israel, but non-Jews who were born in Palestine and whose family has lived there for generations are denied that 
right. Therefore, all the Arabs on the West Bank and in Gaza cannot vote in Israel elections, and they are not repre-
sented, but live under military rule. At any time the army can and often does confiscate their land, and use it for military 
purposes. After a short while the anny has no further use for the land but does not give it back to the original Arab 
owner, but to a Jewish immigrant. The water table in Israel and the West Bank is rapidly falling because more water is 
strained out of the ground than is replaced by rain. If the well of an Arab farm falls dry, he is not µermined to drill a 
deeper well. He has no water for his animals and even no water for himself and his family to drink. He is forced to 
leave his land. Then, under Israel law it states that be has voluntarily left his fann. The land is given to a Jewish settler 
who is immediately allowed to drill a deeper well. 
Our foreign aid supports three universities in Israel, but certain so-called sensitive subjects - like high-tech - are 
forbidden to non-Jews. The Jewish state was founded with massive terror and massacres of the Arab population by the 
Jewish lrgang and Stem Gang. The blowing up of the King David Hotel ( 1947) and the massacres of the villages of 
Deir and Yasin are only a few examples 
Apparently the American people have no idea what is happening in the Middle East. for our support of the Zion-
ist state greatly contributed to the bloodshed. Our own President Reagan states that the Jewish settlement on Arab land 
were obstacles to peace, yet gave vast amounts of foreign aid to build these obstacles and expand these senlements. All 
these settlements are built on land confiscated from the Arab owners. 
I believe the so-called peace process was doomed from the beginning. A permanent settlement is only possible if 
UN resolution 242 could be implemented. But this resolution was vetoed by Israel and the United States. We never were 
even-handed in the Middle East. We always gave to Israel 
the most modem weapons including those which at the 
time even our own army did not have. It is damed the U.S. 
was the first nation to violate the atomic proliferation 
agreement, having given such knowledge to Israel. It is 
claimed that the first atomic material which Israel ever re-
cei vcd came from a power plant in Pennsylvania. 
Only if Israel agrees to give its non-Jewish popl1la-
lion the same rights which Jews rightfully have in our 
country can we expect a lasting and permanent peace. 
I believe that the conflict will go on and deteriorate 
in all-out war. But this war will not be fought with conven-
tional weapons. but with terrorism. We can expect that 
some deadly germs will be developed by a scientist in a 
kitchen sink that cannot be controlled if they are released in 
- · ' a NY subway. From our own experience with terrorism I 
Simple Pleasure: Contemplating the sea. The Steere's with their believe that the bombing of our destroyer in Yemen Harbor 
dog (lower left). is only one of the attacks which we can expect. 
The only hope that we have for peace is for the 
United States to do nothing. Keep foreign aid , the money which rightfully belongs to us, for us. and hope for the best. 
Until four weeks ago, the bloodshed in Palestine was a quarrel between Jews and Palestinians over land. It was not any 
different than what we see happening in Ireland. But when Arion Sharon went to the Temple Mount, with hundreds of 
heavily armed Palestinian soldiers, he escalated the war into a religious war. And now we are not only fighting with Pal-
estinians over land, but with a whole Islamic world over a holy place in Jerusalem. 
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Editor's 11ote: After reading Mr. Bemdt ·s anicle, I realized that I do11 ·, eve11 know what Zio11ism is, a11d when I asked my neighbors, they were 
unsure as well. Defi11ing comemporary Zionism is a tremendously large task, bur in an. on-line search, I found the followi11g exclumge i111eresr-
i11g. It is a11 excerpt of a longer interview with sh Tel Aviv University professors published for the 100'" year a,miversary of the first Zio11isr Co11-
gress ar Basel, by the Tel Aviv University News, Wi111er 1996-97 edition. You ca11 read the full conrenr of rhiJ inren1iew as well as get a free sub-
scription to Tel Aviv University News 011li11e at http:/ w11•w.ta11.ac. illta1111ewsl96wi11tcr/-io11.hr111/ 
From ''Zionism then and Now,'' 
How does Zionism relate to the current debate over the 
land of Israel for one people or two peoples? 
Prof. Beo-Shlomo: There is a basic contradiction in this question. Two peoples cannot hold rights to the same land. lf the Jews arc perceived as 
colonialists, then they arc colonialists in the whole of the Land of Israel. not just in the territories but also here at Sheikh Munis (the site of TAU 
in Ramat Aviv). There is no precedent in the world for one country as the historical homeland of two peoples. In any case. the notion that the 
Land of Israel is tbe historic homeland of the Palestinian people, is to my view, an historical fabrication, because there was no Palestinian nation 
for 2000 years. 
The Arabs who wish to live here are entitled to enjoy all human and civil rights of the State, as long as they recognize that they have no national, 
historic right to this land. This has always been the view of Zion ists committed to the Retum to Zion, whereas the "tcrritorialist" approach aims at 
a nation for all its citizens. If this view prevails, we will have to change Israel's national anthem and the flag, and repeal tbe Law of Return. No 
Arab citizen can possibly sing the words "while yet within the heart, inwardly the Jewish soul yearns" (Hatikva). 
If this happens, it is probable that the Jewish state wi ll eventually cease to exist, since a state cannot ex ist without a moral basis, and at Oslo we 
destroyed this by admitting that we conquered a land which belongs to another nation. 
Prof. Bar-Navi: It depends to which Zionism we refer. Buber and Uri-Zvi Greenberg; Ben-Gurion and Jabotinsky; and Uriel Simon and Benny 
Katzover are all Zionists, and none has a monopoly over the correct inteipretation of Zionism. The legitimacy of one trend or the o ther needs, 
therefore, to be examined not against the Zionist ideology - for there is not one Zionist ideology- but against two universal principles: the princi-
ple of reality and that of basic moral values. The principle of reality states that there are indeed two peoples Uving in Palestine and that no ideo-
logical trick can change it. Common morality, from which the Zionist movement has also greatly benefited, recognizes that the other nation in 
the Land of Israel ha~ the right to self-determination as well. Accordingly, the solution of compromise of the Israeli peace camp is legitimate. 
whereas the demand for "all or nothing" of the so-called "national camp" is not legitimate. since it ignores these two universal principles and 
draws its justification solely from its own assumplions. Nonetheless, both are Zionist, whether we like it or not. 
Prof. Gorny: Israeli Arabs arc no longer passive politically. as they were when the State was eslablishcd. The Arabs within the green line are be-
coming increasingly active and the question of their national identity is becoming more critical. This docs not mean that they will want to leave 
Israel should a Palestinian state be established, but they arc beginning to demand more rights as citizens, and perhaps even as a national minority. 
From the outset, the Zionist movement recognized the existence of an Arab national movement. Jabotinsky was the first, followed by Ben-
Gurion. Jabotinsky envisaged a Jewish state of five million with two rniUion Arabs who would be given broad national autonomy and as a minor-
ity would be offered partnership in the running of the state, making it in practice a binational state. 
Since Z ionism recognizes the right of a nation 10 self-detemunation, Zionist policy must search for a political solution that will guarantee a de-
gree of sovereignty to Palestinians outside the state: UN representation, a national flag, a passport - possibly through con federative arrangements. 
There are any number of objective problems which demand regional cooperation - a fundamental concept of Zionist thinking. 
Prof. Shapira: Zionism never defined itself in terms of territorial boundaries. but rather in tenns of political goals. The founding fathers of Zion-
ism did not refer to borders of the promised land, and they would surely have regarded Israel's final acceptance by its neighbors into the Middle 
East as the pinnacle of Zionist achievement. They did not delude themselves that this wou ld arise out of love, but rather as a result of our 
neighbors recognizing the fact that war cannot drive us away. 
How is it possible for an Israeli Arab to identify witH the State? In the same way that an American Jew closely identifies with the State of Israel 
while still remaining a Joyal citizen of the US, an lsraeli Arab feels a deep national and ethnic link with a Palestinian homeland, and yet still 
wishes to remain in Israel for cultural, economic and historical reasons. The two loyalties are not necessarily contradictory, if both peoples arc in 
a state of peace. 
Prof. Ben-Ami:The question that has split Israeli society from the 1920s until today, on whose altar Arlozorov, Greenzweig and Rabin were sac-
rificed, is in the process of being resolved, sometimes at a stiff price for Zionism. Those who cannot conceive of a Zionism unconnected to the 
graves of our forefathers have, however, narrowed the horizons of Zionism to a ridiculous degree. It is time for Zionism to address the question 
of the nanirc of the identity of Israeli society. As soon as borders are laid down for the State - and we are one of the few countries in the world 
which does not have borders, like an apartment without walls - it will be necessary to start furnishing it. The State will rise and fall on the image 
of Zionism, not on the Arab-IsraeU conflict, because this conllict is on its way - true, a long, winding and thorny path - to being settled. 
Prof. Nini: The basic premise of Zionism, that the Land of Israel is the homeland of the Jewish people, cannot accept the division of the Land of 
Israel between two nations. The question is not Zionism's stand, however, but rather the ability of its proponents to understand that a gap exists 
between vision and reality, between the dream and its realization. The confrontation between the two peoples in the land of Israel created ethical 
and political questions that could not have been addressed in advance. The early Z ion ists could not have foreseen that a Zionist Jew living in 
Zion would be perceived by Palestinian Arabs and most of the international community as a conqueror and an oppressor of another people. To be 
a Zionist today means to be in coostant conflict with oneself and w ith one's surroundings, a conflict between a.spiring to a vision, and the ability 
to fulfill it. It requires daily reevaluation of individual and societal beliefs, viewed in the mirror of morality, justice and truth. 
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Join the Conversation, and 
Don't Miss an Issue! 
See membership form on 
page 15 ... 
Some Simple Pleasures are: 
Enjoying the sunset. 
Walking on the beach. 
Being able to walk. 
Listening to music. 
Being able to listen. 
Hearing the wa,·es break. 





By Saudra A::011:i 
Some can come 
Some can go 
In the spring 
And in the snow 
I'm used to the change 
But it feels so strange 
I try to let go 
Even though 
My brain says NO!! 
•• 
Seeing someone e lse smile. 
Hearing a good joke. 
Laughing at a good joke. 
Telling other people a joke. 
Simple Pleasure: Doing watercolors 
outside in beautiful weather ... 
Missing the boat when you didn't want to go 
anywhere anyways. 
Seeing others laugh. 
Going somewhere fun. 
Doing something daring. 
Reading a good book. 
Sleeping in late on weekend~. 
Eating a nice, relaxed. home-cooked breakfast. 
Having a good day at work. 
Having a good day al school. 
Going 10 a party. 
Having a party. 
Saying hi 10 an old friend. 
Buying a gift. 
Receiving a gift. 
When your neighbors· leaf bowing machine breaks and they finally go back 
to nice. quiet raking. 
Reading a good book. 
Sleeping when it's raining on the roof. 
Thunderstorms al night. 
Field Hockey. 
Friends. 
Simple Pleasures: Dressing up!! 
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Next month our theme is "Good and Evil." Send 
your stories, jokes, poems, pictures, cartoons, stories 
by Noven1ber 30th to voices@maine.rr.com or to 
Box IO Peaks Island, Maine 04108 
We saw some good costumes on HaJloween,Can you 
tell who this is? If you think you know. e-mail us at 
volces@mai.ne.n .com 
Simple Pleasure: Cuddling. Lassie and Dandylion 
don't understand why anyone ever fights. 
HISTORY LESSON 
by Ce,,;a and George Rosol 
Ac.ross 
I. Zola berOffle 
5. Computer base 
ll. Bcrim or Hadrian's 
IS. Peioon bebind lhe sccnc:o 
16. ___ quC$00nl 
17. Regions 
19. Machiavelli w;d, a ceU phone 
21. Wild dog of Australia 
21. It's unfashion.1ble in this decbon )'CM 
23. Shalom, "' Rome 
2S. 8m0$h WWII weapon 
26. 1066. 1776, and 1217/41 
29. Plus 
31. _ pro nobis 
JJ. Sax 
34. Lisdessness 
J7. Bndgc tenn 
40. Maobauan Project. once 
44. VC1$3illcs, Yal<a, and Helsiruo 
47. Opposite of CtCCt 
48. Mi.narct dcniz.cns 
'49. Medical irrigation 
5-0. SEATO, NATO, and OAS. for example 
51. M cnornh, rot ooe 
51. Japan, Taiwan, and ClOOba 
54. luphazatdly · 
57. 2-1/2 hrs. to Europe 
58. Champs __ 
59. African worms 
61. Able "-as I I saw Elba 
63. 2S.4 oflhcsetolhem. 
64. Clinton, lohn,aa, and Nixoo 
7 I. Art sch. oourse 
71. (Had) cmssoo lhe lake boelless 
73. Cbeekers' timesa-
77. Pile of rodes ai lhe base of a cliff 
79. Valued 
81. Comumcd 
82. Give in 
83. Trace lhe shape of 
84. WOl* 
85. Eurydice and friends 
86. In lhe Konn, Pbaroah's wife wbo brought 
up Moses 
l>own 
I. SpOrtS org. 
l. Pnnccss Anne to Prince Willi.am 
J. Not "fah" 
4. Bo"ed 
5. Chttrs, (or example 
6. Ti,,e of cbemJcaJ oompound 
7. Ne1gbbonng umcno"ll pans 
8. F ricnd of Floreoce 
9. Fiddler's a.id 
1 O. Baldwin competitor 
11. Plug 
ll. Cocsars, l:iogs, and uan 
ll. Slow. in music 
14. Suds 
18. Wallanan patent 
10. luwk parrot 
14. Mmcr>I and ,-cgc:tablc 
17. Anc1Cll1 people subjugo,od by Rom:ins c 
290BC 
18. Anne de Bcauprcs., e g 
19. Kmg"bomvadec!Gaul m4SI 
JO. WIiiiam, lhc: Conqueror. fo, example 
JI. Woolgad,enng 
JS. Tho~ Paine°' Bt..--n F rankhn 
36. Glcoone 
38. found in Harbor Vml't'.f 
39. Taken <kmn a nQtch 
41. White sup=cy 
41. Think the "orld of 
43. Hardy heroine and Dick Tracy's gal 
45. Ullin but 
46. Anatomical pocl<ct 
5-0. D' Ar12jPlan to Alhos, Ponhos. and Asam,s 
53. Crosses the Odawarc like Washan.s1on. for 
example 
55. AUey follower 
56. of the Roses 
60. Lincoln's Seerewy of State 
6?. Stoop asa,n 
64. Bouquet container 
65. Pre-Columbian 
66 . .ss.aeross meou 
67. Pan of 57·across 
68. Mean 
69. Sea leader 
70. MilAD's La 
74. Ameri,ean Revolutionary N.tesmill'l from 
Mas.sachuS<:tls 
75. May precode god 
76. Millay or Ferber 
78. Scrop 
80. · - _ d,op of golden sun• 
Island Hallo we' en, and Camp Pain 2000 
Peaks Island artists Nancy and Scoll 
Nash hosled a "meet the candidales" night at 
"CampPain" 2000. We met the candidates, who 
were never allowed to debate. We discovered the 
candidates were actually illegal aliens, and bul 
voted seveml times for each anyway in exchange 
for M&M"s. 
We still working on our recount, but we 
hear that Al Gore likes the theme of our planned 
December issue: "Good & Evil." December's 
issue will be guest edited by Harbor Voices di-
rector and psychological advisor Matthew Day. 
Jenny Ru1h Vasi will s1ill be managing editor. 
Send your Good & Evil writing by e -mail 
voices@maine.rr.com or to Box 10 Peaks Is-
land. Maine 04108 





Schedule for The Co1nmunity Television Network 
Channel 4, Portland, ME 








1 PM & 7 PM 
1 :30 & 7:30 PM 
2 PM &8 PM 
3 PM & 9 PM 









1:00 & 7 PM 








1 PM & 7 PM 
2 PM & 8PM 
2:30 & 8:30 








1 PM& 7PM 
1 :30 PM & 7:30 PM 
2 PM &8 PM 








1 PM & 7PM 
1 :30 PM & 7:30 PM 
2 PM & 8PM 
2:30 PM & 8:30 PM 
November 20-00 
Video In Review (30 Min.) 
Center Street (30 Min.) 
Seasons of Life (60 Min .) 
RACKET (repeats)(60 min.) 
Maine Focus (30 Min.) 
Glory Way (formally Glory Chapel) (30 Min.) 
Everybody's Business (30 Min.) 
Extraordinary Partners (30 Min.) 
Law on the Line (60 Min.) 
National Guard (30 Min.) 
Around Town (30 Min.) 
Everybody's Business (30 Min.) 
Extraordinary Partners (30 Min.) 
Law on the Line (60 Min.) 
National Guard (30 Min.) 
Around Town (30 Min.) 
Maine Focus (30 Min.) 
Glory Way (30 Min.) 
BaJ<ter Legacy (60 Min.) 
Planet Earth (60 Min.) 
Maine History (60 Min.) 
BaJCter Legacy (60 Min.) 
Planet Earth (60 Min.) 
Maine History (60 Min.) 
Maine Focus (30 Min.) 
Glory Way (30 Min.) 
Call in Portland (60 Min.) 
Native American Appreciation Day (30 Min.) 
Princess Pale Moon (30 Min.) 
Getting Old in the New Age (60 Min.) 
Call in Portland (60 Min.) 
Native American Appreciation Day (30 Min.) 
Princess Pale Moon (30 Min.) 
Growing Old in the New Age (60 Min.) 
Maine Focus (30 Min.) 
Glory Way (30 Min.) 
Do you wish you could really identify with Barbie? Here· s one 
that we could buy ... 
Bifocal~ Barbie: Comes with her own set of blended-lens 
fashion frames in six wild colors (half-frames too!), neck chain 
and large-print editions of Vogue and Martha Stewru, Living. 
Hot Flash Barbie: Press Barbie's bellybutton and watch her 
face turn beet red while tiny drops of perspiration appear on her 
forehead. Comes with hand-held fan and tiny tissues. 
Facial Hair Barbie: As Barbie's homione levels shift. see her 
whiskers grow. Available with teensy tweezers and magnifying 
mirror. 
Flabby Arms Barbie: Hide Barbie's droopy triceps with these 
new, roomier-sleeved gowns. Good news on the tummy front. 
too -muumuus with tummy-support panels are included. 
Bunion Barb ie: Years of disco dancing in stiletto heels have 
definitely taken their toll on Barbie's dainty arched feet. Soothe 
her sores with the pumice stone and plasters, then s lip on soft 
terry mules. 
No-More-Wrinkles Barbie: Erase those pesl..-y crow's-feet and 
lip lines with a tube of Skin Sparkle-Spackle. from Barbie's own 
line of exclusive age-blasting cosmetics. 
Mid-life Crisis Barbie: It's time to ditch Ken. Barbie need5 a 
change, and Alonzo (her personal trainer) is just what the doctor 
ordered. along with Prozac. They're hopping in her new red 
Miata and heading for the Napa Valley to open a 
B&B. Includes a real tape of"Brcaking Up Is Hard 10 Do." 
Recovery Barbie: Too many panics have finally caught up 
with the ultimate party girl. Now she docs Twelve Steps instead 
of dance steps, Clean and sober. she's going to meetings relig-
iously. Cornes with a little copy of The Big Book and a six-
pack of Diet Coke. · 
Post-Menopai1~al Barbie: Tnis Barbie wets her pants when she 
sneezes. forgets where she puts things, and cries a lot. She is 
s ick and tired of Ken sitting on the couch watching the tube, 
clicking through the channels. Comes with Depends and 
Kleenex. As a bonus this year. the book "Getting In Touch with 
Your Inner Self ' is included. 
Editor 's norc: The abo~,e ,vas going around e-mail list j·ervers, 
and when my .,·ister sent ir ro me, I nearly wet my pa111s laugh· 
ing. Author is unknown. 
Maine Adaptive Sports (30Min.) 
Gallery Walk (30 Min.) 
Healthviews (60 Min.) 
Mental Health Series, P.1 " What is Mental Illness?" (60 Min.) 
Tori Morrill. with her band Inannn, just 
released their new CD entitled "Skin & 
Bone:· It is available for purchase at the 
Mercantile on Peaks Island. Tori is giving 
lessons in percussion. If interested. call Maine Adaptive Sports (30 Min.) 
Gallery Walk (30 Min.) 
Healthviews (60 Min.) 
Mental Health Series, P.1 "What is Mental Illness?" (60 Min.) 
Maine Focus (30 Min.) 
Glory Way (30 Min.) 
Family Times (30 Min.) , 
Tempo Music Show for Children and Teachers (30 Min.) 
Solutions to Ending Sexism: How to be a Hero (30 Min.) 
Off Center (60 Min. 
1/2 size Violin for sale, comes 
with excellent case, rosin, extra 
strings. Made in Korea. Used 
but in very good condition. 
$100 or best offer. 766-2390 
766-5708 
_J 
Officer Chris HoUy meets the boat on 
Peaks Island. where there· s no crime to speak of... 
YOGA! Members can use 




Group or individual lessons. Come 
home to yourself and discover 
your natural strength, wisdom, 
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Harbor Voices is looking for a person with 
experience in sales management to he lp us 
blaze a golden trail in alternative comnmnity 
j ournalism. For more information 
contact us at 766-2390; e-mail at 
voices@maine.rr.com, or write to Box 10 
Peaks Island 04108 
All types of window treat-
ments. Specialty is energy 
efficient WindowQuilts, 
save 80% heat loss. Sky-
lights, sunrooms including 
1notorized shades. Equally 
effective for su1nmer heat. 
contact 766-5090 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: News Crom the 
: Women's Resource Center . 
: University of Southern Maine 
• The USM Safe Zone Project and the J\laine SpcakOut 
• Project (www.mainespeakoul.O[l~) (ll'e collaborating to offer a 
: one day training program for potential speakers for the USM 
• Safe Zone Project nnd the Maine SpcakOut Project. This mini 
: public speaking class will pro,•ide people with some great skills 
• and increased comfon in discussing Gay Lesbian. Bi and Trans-
: gender (glbtq) related issues. 
• This training wi 11 tnke place on Saturday. December 2. 
• 2000 from 9-4 at the USM Campus Center in Portland. The cost 
: for the training is $ 10 (students who are unable to pay the $ 10 
• may be granted a scholarship). 
: This program is also being co-sponsored by the USM 
• Student Senate and the President's Office. 
• For more infonnation. or to get a copy o r the 
: registration fonn. please contact 228-8235 (Or 
• x8235) or sholmes@usm.maine.edu 
: Act now. spaces are limited. 
• 
• ...... .... .... ..... .. ........ .... ...... 
PINA Environment Committee 
Purpose and Scope: 
The scope of the environment committee is to develop and im-
plement programs to support and manage environmental re-
sources cooperatively with island residents and the Ci ty of Port-
land . The purpose is to maintain and protect a healthy envi-
ronment for t he people, vegetation and animals of Peaks Is-
land. 
Initially our plans include: 
• Mo nito r sewer expansion for effects of septic systems o n quality 
of aquifer 
• Protect the vegetation on the island (including the back shore 
trimming) 
• Stop removal of rocks fro m the shore line 
• Create n new Island Brochure for educational purposes . 
• Set-up Island "Clean-up" days ... coastal & island wide 
• Keep records of new flora and fauna growth on island s ince the 
reduction o f the deer population 
• Continued Deer Management 
• Help maintain natural trails throughout the island - e.g. the In-
dian Tmil 
We heartily welcome anyone to join our conunittee. 
Contact Mruianne Jaffee at 766-0088 or Suellen Robens 766-2162 
---------------- -,:::=========: ---- ----
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There are many ways ro school, but you need to take rite road that connects to none of the oihers from rite Beltway to School Branch Road. Remember: No 
dead-ends. Roads go over and under each other. Road Rage pu~z/e by Ralph Morris, PNlks Island ... 
,_ ., 
, 
Harbor Business Directory 
Unisun 
solariums, sunrooms, general contracting 
766-5780 Keith - 223 Island Ave. Peaks 
Island Bay Services 
766-3375 Covey Johnson 
Backhoe Work, Earth Work Contractor 
Terry Edwards, Creative Landscaping 
Snow plowing and removal 
207-766-5660 fax 207-766-2364 
Se,ving the islands since /985 
Casco Bay Family Bike Rentals 
92 Commerc ial Street 04101 
Steve Daniels (207) 4 J 5- 1254 
fax:(207) 799-7214 
FETCH *We Deliver to the Islands* 
Munjoy Hill's Alternative Pet Supply Store 
773-5450 fetch @maine.rr.com 
102 Congress St. Portland 
Island Recreation and Horse Camp 
Jeanann Alvcs-O'Toole 
P.O. Box 51 Peaks lsland, Maine 04108 
207-766-2763 






Nate pain1s a present for Grandma. and 
adults like to pain1 pottery 100 .•. 
Now is the time to 
schedule your Holiday Office Party at 
Clay by th e Bay! 
Relax, Create, Socialize 
DRYDOCK 
Restaurant and Tavern 
On the wa1erfron1 in the Old Port ... 207-766-3550 
Gilbert's Chowder House 
92Commcrcial Strecl • 871-5636 
GREAT CHOWDAH 
The Breakaway Lounge 
35 India Street * 541-4804 
Live Music and Dancing Just a Short Walk From The Boat 
The Sean Mencher Combo 
Happy Music for Weddings, Graduations, Birthdays, 
S celebrations of every kind 
~ 766-2611 
Pet Positive 
P.O. Box 6247 Cape Elizabeth 
CLICKER OBEDIENCE TRAINING 
www.petpositive.net 
City of Portland Liaisons for Island Issues 
Tom Fortier, Island Administrator 756-8288 
Lt. Ted Ross, Portland Police 874-8569 
Please see us at the Long Warf Key Center 
A,_, Key Bank N.A. 
v--1[ 172 Commercial Street 
Porlland Me. 04101 tel. 207-874-7316 
fax 207-874-7355 
Your business here. 
$150 per year (11 issues) 
766-2390 voices@maine.rr.com Box 10 Peaks Island 
A section of the Sea Wall that Terry &lwnrds built. Bnny Shaw faced 
in srone, and Woodard & Curmn designed for the Cashman·s on 
Pe.:iks lsland ... scc page I I 
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